
safely up





Dear Customers,

it is a great pleasure for us to deliver to you our new 

catalogue of height falling prevention equipment and 

equipment for work at height by ASSECURO.

Our new catalogue brings an answer to the ongoing 

technical development and growing expectations of 

our customers, who require the OHS equipment not 

only to be safe, but also user friendly, lightweight and 

contemporary in terms of design.

Besides known and trusted products, the catalogue 

also contains around a dozen brand new designs, 

which increase safety at new workstations. 

All our new products are insightful, tested and 

optimized solutions, in which we have successfully 

managed to balance ergonomics, durability, low 

weight and attractive price.

We wish to draw your attention to the following 

modernization that we done in our equipment:

-  since Janyary 2018 our goods have longer - 10 years   

life time,

-  safety harnesses are equipped with impact 

indicators to help you in ongoing equipment control 

and assessing whether they have been subjected to 

too much load,

- we used new webbing colors in the products.

With our slogan SAFELY UP, we commit ourselves to 

constant searching for solutions which make work at 

height safe. Our operations include state-of-the-art, 

while at the same time generally available IT solutions. 

The effect of our works:

- equipment electronic identification and supervision 

system ASSpect, which uses three cooperating and 

integrated components: NFC tags, smartphone app 

and database on www.asspect.pl to help you to help 

you identify your equipment, increase the labelling 

durability, automatically remind you about inspections 

and generate summary reports in order to reduce the 

necessary paperwork;

  

- fall alarm application FRIEND  which will send a 

message to a selected mobile phone in case a single 

worker falls.

In addition, we have enriched our offer with:
- energy absorber with two elastic webbings 

ABW2LBE, which, owing to self-shortening, reduce 
the risk of tangling,

- shock absorber with two lanyards ABW2L Q Click-it 
straps, providing the user with continuity belaying 
thanks to the mechanism forcing the attachment of 
at least one snap hook,

- retractable type fall arrester MINIBLOK with 2 m 
webbing, which outperforms energy absorbers with 
lanyard, as it is able not only to operate at fall factor 
2, but it automatically shortens the lanyard when 
falling, thus reducing the impact force,

- rope safety system SKC EVO, in which the safety 
runner has been extended with the integrated 
energy absorber and protection against incorrect 
installation on the rope,

- rail safety system TAURUS, which can be freely 
modelled along the whole passageway to adjust it 
to the building block ,

- safety crane to protect against falling from height, 
e.g. when servicing large vehicles, construction 
machines, excavators, etc.,

- crane for work using rope access techniques,

- permanent and free-standing safety barriers for 
protection of flat and inclined roof edges.

The catalogue also includes information about our 

services:  OHS trainings and courses regarding work at 

height using normal and rope access techniques, 

equipment inspections and service, permanent safety 

system installation, OHS and industrial rescue 

organization consulting.

Our company's operations are based on the ISO 9001 

Quality Management system. Certificate issued by Det 

Norske Veritas Germanischer Lloyd has confirmed the 

quality of our work for over seventeen years. 

Please visit our website www.assecuro.pl, which 

contains detailed information. Log in to our Internet 

store to get access to special prices.

We look forward to working with you!

President of the Management Board
General Director

Michał Tokarzewski
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ASSECURO 
training system

The ASSECURO training system, 
devised by our company, includes 
t r a i n i n g  o n  t h r e e  l e v e l s  o f 
knowledge and skills.

The Employee training level should 
be planned by their employer in 
order to meet their individual 
needs.

Our system provides introductory 
and periodic training (refresher 
courses). 

Depending on the programme, 
the training can take 1-3 days

All trainings comply with the DNV 
GL ISO 9001 certificate.
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The ASSECURO training system, devised by our company, 
includes training on three levels of knowledge and skills.

The first level is an occupational health and safety 
training for employees who perform works subject to the 
risk of a fall from height while moving on structures using 
their hands and feet. In such conditions the equipment is 
used for protection against falls from 
height and for working in a supported position.

This is on-the-job training.

Duration:

- introductory training: 2-4 days (depending on the 
programme),

- periodic training (refresher courses): 1 day.

Place:
- ASSECURO training facilities in Łazy and Dąbrowa 

Górnicza,
- other suitable training facilities designated by the 

customer or ASSECURO.

Our training programme includes theoretical and hands-
on activities to help work safely at height at specific 
workstations. The scope of activities can be extended to 
include regulations for work safety in confined space, 
electromagnetic fields, and first-aid.

All trainings end with practical and theoretical 
examinations. Upon completion, the trainee receives a 
certificate in accordance with the requirements of the 
Ministry of Labour and Social Policy concerning 
occupational health and safety training.

Our first-level trainings can be organised also for:
- factory demonstrators,	
- supervising staff, 	
- personnel responsible for periodic examination 

of the protective equipment and safety systems 
produced by ASSECURO.

Second-level trainings are intended for workers who use 
rope access techniques and require equipment for 
ascending and descending in addition to regular 
protective equipment.

Duration: 3 days.

Place: 
- ASSECURO training hall in Łazy
- other suitable training facilities designated by the 

customer or ASSECURO

The programme includes:
- theory:
 o official regulations for work using rope access 

techniques,
 o professional risk assessment,

 o familiarisation with personal and crew  

equipment,
 o general rules for designing workstations and 

safety support.
- practice:

o rules for inspecting both safety and work 

equipment before use,
o practising rope descent and ascent techniques 

while using work equipment,
o assembling rope systems for small loads transport.

All trainings end with practical and theoretical 
examinations. Upon completion the employee receives 
a certificate valid for three years.



Third-level training is intended for employees who 
organise and supervise work using rope access 
techniques.

Duration: 3 days.

Place: 
- ASSECURO training hall in Łazy
- other suitable training facilities designated by 

the customer or ASSECURO

The programme extends the knowledge acquired 
during second-level training, and includes among 
others:

- restrictions on working within electromagnetic 
fields, explosion-risk zones and the presence of 
chemicals;

- practice with special equipment, systems for 
transporting loads, methods of assembly and 
tensioning of diagonal rope systems using “lead 
climbing” technique,

- first-aid techniques.

In order to take part in a third-level training, participants 
need to complete the second-level training and have 
completed 1000 hours of work using rope access 
methods in various forms of working at height.

Training ends with practical and theoretical 
examinations. Upon completion the trainee receives a 
certificate valid for three years.

A new training type is training for rescuers from volunteer 
fire service teams, 
during which the participants learn how to protect 
themselves against falling from height, how to perform 
self-evacuation, how to evacuate the injured from height 
and depth. 

Duration: 1 day

Place: 
- ASSECURO training facilities in Łazy and Dąbrowa 

Górnicza,
- other suitable training facilities designated by the 

customer or ASSECURO

The programme includes:
- theory:

o official regulations for taking and carrying out 

rescue and firefighting actions, and for work at 
height

o selected issues from the Activity regulations in 

the scope of high altitude rescue operations led 
by the State Fire Service

o selected issues from the Labour Code and 

ordinances concerning occupational health 
and safety – relevant for undertaking planned 
activities

- practice:
o rules of safe movement when working at height

o tying basic knots

o self-safety at the fire fighting workstation on the 

vehicle and ladder
o safety when climbing

o self-safety during activities on roofs

o self-evacuation

o evacuation of the injured from height

o evacuation of the injured from depth

o self-safety when working in manlifts

o safety on side ladders

o safety when performing tree surgery	

	

Training ends with practical and theoretical 
examinations. Upon completion the rescuer receives a 
qualification certificate.

Detailed information about the trainings can be found 
on our website: www.assecuro.pl under the heading: 
Training.
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Other services
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Consultancy, risk assessment, 
expert evaluations and OHS manuals

Whenever creating safe working conditions at non-
typical workstations is particularly difficult, we offer our 
expertise and prepare OHS manuals for safe working at 
height, and rescue procedures.

Periodic inspection of PPE

We conduct periodic inspections of our PPE and 
ensure continuity of its operation.  We also provide 
training in ASSECURO PPE inspections for our customers.

Barriers assembly

We create assembly designs, and install permanent 
and temporary barriers.

Instalation

If a permanent safety system or anchoring point is 
necessary to ensure safety, we prepare the detailed 
design, perform assembly and ensure mandatory annual 
periodic inspections. 

Service

We provide warranty and post-warranty service for all our 
products throughout their usable life. We have all the 
necessary tools and devices for performing strength tests. 

Safety nets assembly

We prepare assembly designs and fix safety nets to the 
supporting structures.



About working at 
height



What is “work at height”?
It is work performed at least 1 metre above the ground or 
floor level.

When do we not speak of “work at height”?
The term “work at height” does not apply when the work 
surface (irrelevant of its actual height): 

- is protected on all sides to a minimum height of 
1.5 metres by full walls or walls with glazed 
windows;

- is equipped with other permanent structures or 
devices protecting the worker against falling 
from height.

What are the basic employers' responsibilities related to 
work at height? 

- to assess the risk at all workstations and acquaint 
their employees with such evaluations

- to refer all candidates for work at height to an 
occupational healthcare specialist in order to 
acquire a medical certificate and determine 
possible restrictions concerning work at height

- to comply with medical certificates and possible 
restrictions, i.e. working at the height of up to and 
above 3 metres, or working at the height of up to 
3 metres only

- to refer all employees working at height for 
periodic medical exams (once every 2-4 years, 
and for 50+ year-olds - once a year)

- to carry out an introductory occupational health 
and safety training and on-the-job training

- to acquaint employees with the work safety 
regulations

- to ensure that work at height is performed in 
teams consisting of at least two people

- to supply employees with proper personal 
protective equipment free of charge

- to inspect all personal protective equipment at 
least once a year

- to keep PPE records.

How to protect employees working at height?
Employees working at height should be protected by 
installed barriers consisting of safety railings at the height 
of at least 1.1 metres, and safety toe boards at least 0.15 
metres tall. Halfway between the rail and the toe board, 
a crossbar should be placed, or the space should be 
blocked in a way that prevents any person from falling 
out.
If due to the nature and conditions of work at height it is 
not possible to install barriers, other means of fall 

protection must be provided - suitable for the nature and 
conditions of work, e.g. PPE and safety nets.
These requirements do not apply to loading ramps.

A barrier is not a sufficient protection:
- when the nature of work requires employees to 

lean over the rail or the edge of a piece of 
equipment on which they are standing.

- pushing or pulling force of 1.5 kN results in its 
deformation 

What is the right order for selecting means of protection 
against falls from height?

- To eliminate the necessity to work at height 
altogether by, for example, building an attic at 
least 1.5 m tall, or erecting a wall on the exposed 
side.

- To change the method of performing a specific 
task at height by, for example, using a hydraulic 
ramp.

- To employ passive restriction of a work area by, 
for example, installing a temporary safety barrier, 
or using vertical safety nets of the U-type.

- To employ active restriction of a work area by 
using individual protective equipment in a way 
that excludes the possibility of a fall (i.e. the 
length of the system prevents employees from 
getting within 1 metre from the roof-edge).

- To passively limit the potential fall duration and its 
consequences by installing horizontal safety nets 
of the S and T types exactly at the work level.

- To actively limit the potential fall duration and its 
consequences by using individual safety 
equipment that protects against a fall.

- To minimise the consequences of a fall by 
installing e.g. horizontal safety nets of the S and T 
types at a lower level.
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Employee's PPE composition
PPE includes: A full body safety harness with a belt, a 
lanyard, a safety energy absorber with two lanyards, 2 
anchorage slings, 2 snap hooks, a safety helmet, an 
equipment bag.

Fall factor (FF) and its significance
- The fall factor is calculated by dividing the 

height of a fall by the length of the rope 
deployed. Its value ranges between 0 and 2.

- When the fall factor has a value of 1-2, it is 
necessary to use energy absorbing devices in 
order to limit the impact force on the user 
during fall arresting to no more than 6 kN.

What is the significance of the “impact force”?
- The impact force of up to 6 kN is considered 

safe for the worker.
- The impact force between 6 and 12 kN may 

constitute a risk to the worker's health and life.
- The impact force greater than 12 kN is 

dangerous to the worker's life and health.

When is it legally required to use equipment protecting 
against falls from height?

- When the work is performed at the height of 
more than 2 metres above the external ground 
or 
floor level.

What protective equipment should be used for work at 
the height of above 2 metres?

-	 Full body harness with a connecting and 
shock-absorbing fall protection system: with a 
retractable or guided type fall arrester, or a 
textile shock-absorber, as well as a safety 
helmet for work at height.

What is PPE service time?
- conforms with user manual - in case of PPE 

ASSECURO’s production, since 01.2018 up to 10 
years from the date of manufacture

- until it arrests a fall or suffers mechanical, 
chemical or thermal damage.

How often should PPE be inspected?
- It depends on the risk assessment result, but at 

least every 12 months.

Who is authorised to make periodic inspections?
- The manufacturer or a person authorized by 

them.

“Safely up” with ASSECURO!

The above information has been prepared based on the Regulation of the Ministry 
of Labour and Social Policy of 26 September 1997 on general provisions of 
occupational safety and health (Dz. U. [Journal of Laws] of 2003 No. 169 item 1650, 
of 2007 No. 49 item 330, of 2008 No. 108 item 690, of 2011 No. 173 item 1034) 
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Access by the ladder:
safety harness, positioning lanyard, ladder with
vertical steel rope safety system with rope grab

Access by the rail-ladder:
safety harness, positioning lanyard, rail-ladder with arc
and rail grab.

Nowe zdjecie
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Access by the single ladder:
safety harness, positioning lanyard, guidet type fall arrester.

Access by the ladder:
safety harness, energy absorber with two lanyards
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Work on the roof edge:
safety harness, guided type fall arrester used for limitation of the move range, 
horizontal safety system attached to the standing seam.

Work on a roof:
safety harness, rail safety system with rail grab, guided type fall arrester.
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Work on roof near by roof edge: safety barrier. 

Work on a roof:
safety harness, safety post, guided type fall arrester or safety lanyard.
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Work on lattice construction / ladder:
safety harness, energy absorber with 2 lanyard during the way to the work place, 
positioning lanyard at the workplace.

Work on the roof along the edge:
safety harness, guided type fall arrester or safety lanyard, horizontal safety system mounted to the dead weight.
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Work on a depth:
safety harness,  rotary crane, retractable type 
fall arrester with a winch function.

Work and evacuation from a depth:
safety harness, tripod, retractable type fall arrester
with a winch function
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Rope access - descending:
safety harness,  self-braking descender on 
working rope, guided type fall arrester 
on safety rope.

Rope access - short ascending:
safety harness , chest ascender with shoulder straps, 
handled rope clamp with foot tape on working rope,
guided type fall arrester on safety rope.
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Safety work on a open space area:
safety crane, safety harness, retractable type fall arrester.

Rope access at the building facade:
davit arm, safety harness, descending 
device on working rope,  rope grab on the safety rope. 
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Evacuation from a height:
safety harness, webbing anchorage, evacuation 
device with automatic descending function and 
crank for lifting.

Evacuation from a height: 
safety harness, webbing anchorage, evacuation 
device with automatic descending function.
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Personal fall alarm application
FRIEND NT001

FRIEND fall alarm is a smartphone app * that monitors the safety of people working at height as an additional element. In the 
event of a fall, the application will automatically call the person indicated by the user, e.g. a  lifeguard, and send him a SMS 
with the location of the accident.  Receiving such a message allows to start a rescue procedure which reduces the time to 
come to the aid.
A condition for the application to work effectively is that a person working at heights has a smartphone with him, the GSM 
range and the location function activated.

* with Android system and GPS module
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SMS

F R I E N D fall alarm application

OFF ON

add
your rescuer
phone no. 

F R I E N D
fall alarm application F R I E N D

Fall alarm!
John Smith, 40 years old 
Fall from a height was
registered !!!
Take an action!

 

Localization: https://goo.gl/maps/
xagdHS7Nihn

incoming call..

2017-10-18   10:30

fall alarm application

JOHN
SMITH

JOHN
SMITH
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ASSECURO reserves the right to change the offer.
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ASSpect electronical system of companies equipment 
management Nf001

Managing various types of equipment in a company involves a number of activities: recording, assigning it to 
a specic user or department, a constant need for identication, the need to plan, perform and document 
periodic inspections, timely decommissioning and planning purchases.
These tasks are time consuming and require documentation of their performance.
ASSpect is a universal, electronic equipment management system dedicated especially to companies with 
a large number of different types of equipment.

The system is intended for: management of companies, administrators, tool shops, OHS services responsible 
for personal protection equipment, accounting, inventory teams, units supervising control and measuring 
equipment, IT departments, etc.

ASSpect can be successfully used to manage various types of equipment such as:
- personal protection and other OHS equipment,
- handling equipment,
 - power tools,
 - IT equipment
 - xed assets, etc.

The system consists of three cooperating and related 
elements:

1. the administrative website at www.asspect.pl
used to run the database assigned to the client
company equipment data.
The website enables: www.asspect.pl:
keeping equipment records,
control of equipment inspection dates by automatic 
reminders sent by e-mail,
assigning owners to equipment,
generating aggregate reports on the contents of the 
database or reports on periodic reviews.

2. a dedicated application for smartphones with the Android 
system and support for the NFC standard, which serves as an 
intermediary between the tag and the database:
reading data from tags,
write data on tags,
smartphone / database data synchronization.

The application is publicly available - to download from the 
Google Play store or www.asspect.pl

3. NFC tags - micro chips for wireless data exchange with data 
stored on it that identies given equipment.
Tags can take the form of e.g. stickers, tags that mark the 
selected equipment.
In the case of personal protection, the ASSECURO tag can be 
embedded in the equipment during the production process.

+ Internet

two-ways data 
exchange

ASSECURO reserves the right to change the offer.

+ Internet
temporary access

two-ways data 
exchange
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Benets of using the system:
ź universal base for managing various types of equipment
ź the ability to generate aggregate reports
ź immediate information about the equipment
ź increased equipment traceability
ź access to documents (manuals, DTR certicates) related to the equipment directly at the workplace
ź less bureaucracy - one summary report from the review
ź automatic email notications when a review is required
ź use of publicly available technologies

Access to the ASSpect system tools can be obtained after paying an annual subscription. The amount of 
the subscription depends on the size of the customer equipment base. Reading data from the ASSpect 
system tags, after installing the application, is available to everyone and does not require logging into the 
system.

More information about the system: www.asspect.pl
Order a free demo kit - write to info@asspect.pl
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Installation & quick start *
Download the application from: www.asspect.pl/nfc/download 
or 

Start the application...

and pick "scan"

Hold the phone to the equipment fitted with a tag
at the spot marked NFC 

...and that is all !

1.

4.

2.

3.

* scheme pictures the 
public version of the 
application;
changing the tag data 
requires addit ional 
authorisation

AppiApp



Safety harnesses 
and belts

Design priorities for ASSECURO 
harnesses:

- low weight but high durability,
- universal size,
- legible and resilient labels,
- easy performance 

identification of periodic 
checks on an additional, wide 
loop,

- safe fastening,
- thermal comfort via 

perforations and spacing 
materials,

- rotating belt for work in 
supported positions,

- tool buckles made of durable 
ABS plastic,

- front attachment point with a 
snap hook (provided).

Harnesses are produced: 

in two categories:
- PROFESSIONAL - with the 

emphasis on weight, comfort 
and durability,

- BASIC - with the emphasis on 
simplicity,

from three types of polyamide 
webbing: 

- NORMAL - static webbing,
- ELASTIC - elastic webbing,

with two types of buckles:
- FAST - 2 buckles put through 

each other, so-called fast,
- QUICK - automatic buckles

Harness from Professional line are 
equipped with impact indicators 
and NFC tags.

All harnesses can be additionally 
equipped with a back attachment 
point extension - EXTENSION TAPE.

9



PROFESSIONAL Line
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NEUTRON 
EN 361, 358EN 

Size

height (cm)

chest circumference (cm)

belt adjustment range (cm)

STANDARD

170-195

85-120

80-130

XXL

170-195

95-130

100-150

Professional harness with belt for intensive use.

 - with  NFC tag for system 
 - with impact indicator (front - red control thread, back - webbing stitch)
- front attachment point with a snap hook (provided), 
- large loops in front to facilitate clip changing between safety systems
- large back attachment buckle with adjustable position 
- extension tape available as an option
- shoulder straps adjusted with special buckles that prevent accidental loosening of straps
- rotating belt with a range of movement of approximately 30 cm
- wide, ergonomic belt pad made of spacing fabric
 two large, lateral buckles, helpful when working with a positioning lanyard 
- four tool buckles made of ABS for tool bags, tools, etc.
- thigh webbings crossing next to the hips
- universal size in the S-XL range, and XXL size 
- life time up to 10 years
- weight: 1.8 kg

Cat.no.        Name   Characteristics
CA171Q NEUTRON QUICK NFC  automatic buckles (see picture)
CA171EQ NEUTRON EQUICK NFC elastic webbings, automatic buckles 
Ca171 NEUTRON NFC  fast buckles

 impact indicator
back attachment point

 impact indicator
front attachment point

klamra automatyczna
QUICK

klamra szybka
FAST

thigh webbings crossing 
next to the hips 

ASSECURO reserves the right to change the offer.



Professional harness with belt for intensive use.

 - with  NFC tag for system 
 - with impact indicator (front - red control thread, back - webbing stitch)
- front attachment point with a snap hook (provided), 
- large loops in front to facilitate clip changing between safety systems
- large back attachment buckle with adjustable position 
- extension tape available as an option
- shoulder straps adjusted with special buckles that prevent accidental loosening of straps
- rotating belt with a range of movement of approximately 30 cm
- wide, ergonomic belt pad made of spacing fabric
 two large, lateral buckles, helpful when working with a positioning lanyard 
- four tool buckles made of ABS for tool bags, tools, etc.
- thigh webbings around the thighs 
- universal size in the S-XL range,
- life time up to 10 years
- weight: 1.7 kg

Cat.no.        Name   Characteristics
CA161Q POZYTON QUICK NFC  automatic buckles (see picture)
CA161 POZYTON NFC  fast bickles

PROFESSIONAL Line
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POZYTON 
EN 361, 358EN 

STANDARD

170-195

85-120

80-130

klamra automatyczna
QUICK

klamra szybka
FAST

thigh webbings 
around the thighs 
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Size

height (cm)

chest circumference (cm)

belt adjustment range (cm)

 impact indicator
front attachment point

 impact indicator
back attachment point
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ELEKTRON 
EN 361, 358EN 

STANDARD

170-195

85-120

80-130

XXL

170-195

95-130

100-150

Professional harness with belt for intensive use.

 - with  NFC tag for system 
 - with impact indicator - front and back
- front attachment point with a snap hook (provided), 
- large loops in front to facilitate clip changing between safety systems
- large back attachment buckle with adjustable position 
- extension tape available as an option
- shoulder straps adjusted with special buckles that prevent accidental loosening of straps
- rotating belt with a range of movement of approximately 30 cm
- wide, ergonomic belt pad made of spacing fabric
- two large, lateral buckles, helpful when working with a positioning lanyard 
- four tool buckles made of ABS for tool bags, tools, etc.
- thigh webbings crossing next to the hips
- universal size in the S-XL range, and XXL size 
- life time up to 10 years
- weight: 2,0 kg

Cat.no.        Name   Characteristics
CA121Q ELEKTRON QUICK NFC  automatic buckles 
CA121EQ ELEKTRON EQUICK NFC elastic webbings, automatic buckles  
CA121 ELEKTRON NFC  fast buckles (see picture)

klamra automatyczna
QUICK

klamra szybka
FAST

PROFESSIONAL Line

 impact indicator
front attachment point

 impact indicator
back attachment point

thigh webbings crossing 
next to the hips 

Size

height (cm)

chest circumference (cm)

belt adjustment range (cm)
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ATOM 
EN 361, EN 358, EN 813

Professional harness for rope access techniques, in 
particular with suspended seat. 

- with  NFC tag for system
- front attachment point for safety – at the breastbone 

height
- regulated height of the back attachment buckle
- front attachment point for working in a suspended 

position – to clip in a self-braking descender or a 
chest rope clamp for descending a rope	              

- two lateral aluminium buckles for work in a supported 
position

- movable belt with a wide, ergonomic pad
- movable pads for thigh straps
- two tool straps and one loop for attaching tools or a 

tool bag
- fully adjustable shoulder straps, thigh straps and belt 

(with auto locking buckles)
- universal size in the S-XL range
- life time up to 10 years
- weight: 1.35kg

ALPINA PLUS 
EN 361, EN 358, EN 813

Professional harness for rope access techniques without 
the suspended seat, and for rescue operations.
Automatic buckles of shoulder straps, thigh straps and a 
belt that can be unfastened, and enable putting the 
harness on the injured person during a rescue operation.

- with NFC tag for system
- front attachment point for safety – at the breastbone 

height
- back attachment buckle
- front attachment point for working in a suspended 

position – to clip in a self-braking descender or a chest 
rope clamp for descending a rope

- two lateral buckles for working in a supported position
- belt and thigh straps with wide, ergonomic pads
- two tool straps and three tool buckles for a tool bag, 

tools, etc.
- full adjustment, unfastening of shoulder and thigh 

straps and belt enables the  full opening of the harness
- aluminium automatic buckles
- universal size S-XL
- life time up to 10 years
- weight: 2.4 kg
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Linia PROFESSIONAL

Cat. no. Name  Characteristics
CA142 ATOM NFC  aluminium buckles

Cat. no. Name  Characteristics
CA141PQ ALPINA PLUS NFC automatic buckles 
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Linia PROFESSIONAL

FLORIAN
EN 361, EN 813

Professional full body harness for fire brigade rescuers.

- with NFC tag for system
- large back attachment buckle for safety or guiding 

rope
- front attachment point with a snap hook (provided) 

for working in a suspended position
- adjustment of thigh straps, shoulder straps and belt
- universal size in the S-XL range, and XXL size
- life time up to 10 years
- weight: 1.65 kg

Cat. No.  Name	 	 Characteristics
CA151Q FLORIAN QUICK NFC automatic buckles

STANDARD 
EN 361

Professional harness without belt for intensive use.

- with NFC tag for system
- with impact indicator - front and back
- front attachment point with a snap hook (provided).
- large, back attachment buckle
- extension of the back attachment point available as 

an option
- full adjustment of thigh and shoulder straps
- universal size in the S-XL range, and XXL size
- life time up to 10 years
- weight: 1.2 kg

Cat.no.        Name   Characteristics
CA131Q STANDARD QUICK NFC  automatic buckles (see picture)
CA131EQ STANDARD EQUICK NFC elastic webbings, automatic buckles  
CA131 STANDARD NFC  fast buckles 

STANDARD

170-195

85-120

80-130

XXL

170-195

95-130

100-150

Size

height (cm)

chest circumference (cm)

belt adjustment range (cm)
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BASIC Line

AKSJON PLUS
EN 361, EN 358

BASIC class full body harness with belt for protecting a 
workstation subject to risk of falls from height and for work in 
supported position.

- with NFC tag for system                   - as an option
- with impact indicator - front and back
- front attachment point with a snap hook (provided),
- large, back attachment buckle
- extension of the back attachment point available as 

an option
- belt with a wide, ergonomic pad
- two lateral buckles for working in a supported position
- adjustment of thigh straps and belt
- universal size in the S-XL range, and XXL size
- life time up to 10 years
- weight: 1.45 kg

Cat. No.	 Name		 Characteristics
CA104  AKSJON PLUS fast buckles

AKSJON
EN 361

BASIC class full body harness without belt, for protecting a 
workstation subject to risk of falls from height.

- with NFC tag for system                  - as an option
- with impact indicator - front and back
- front attachment point with a snap hook (provided)
- large, back attachment buckle
- extension of the back attachment point available as 

an option
- adjustment of thigh straps
- universal size in the S-XL range, and XXL size
- life time up to 10 years
- weight: 0.9 kg

Cat. No.	 Name		 Characteristics
CA103  AKSJON klamry szybkie

STANDARD

170-195

85-120

80-130

XXL

170-195

95-130

100-150

Size

height (cm)

chest circumference (cm)

belt adjustment range (cm)
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Linia BASIC

PROFESSIONAL
EN 358

Safety belt for working in a supported position:

- with NFC tag for system                   - as an option
- two lateral buckles for working in a supported position 

on a rotating belt
- five tool buckles for tool bags or tools
- with a automatic buckle – as an option (CA021Q)
- universal size in the S-XL range, and XXL size
- life time up to 10 years
- weight: 0.75 kg

Cat. No.	 Name	 Characteristics
CA021 PROFESSIONAL fast buckles 
    (see photo)
CA021Q PROFESSIONAL QUICK automatic buckles

ALPINA
EN 813 

Belt - harness for work in supported and suspended 
positions.

- with NFC tag for system                   - as an option
- two lateral buckles for working in a supported 

position
- front buckle for working in a suspended position
- belt with a wide, ergonomic pad
- ergonomic pads in thigh straps
- three tool buckles for a tool bag or tools
- full adjustment of thigh straps and belt
- universal size 
- life time up to 10 years
- weight: 1.25 kg

Cat. No.	 Name	 Characteristics
CA041 ALPINA fast buckles
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Pads for shoulder 
straps  CA001

Periodic inspection 
stickers  CA005

Rescue webbing 
 - in suspension it allows CA003

to support the weight of the body 
with the legs

Tool container  
CW500

Accessories for harness

Waistcoat for harness  CA004

Holster for smart-
phone CA007 

Seat belt  CA030
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Work positioning 
lanyards and 
safety lanyards

Work positioning lanyards allow 
the user to assume and maintain 
a  c o m f o r t a b l e  s o - c a l l e d 
supported position during work. 
The lanyard can be precisely 
adjusted to let the user support 
o n  t h e  b e l t  a n d  t o  w o r k 
comfortably with both hands, 
without the need to hold onto 
the structure.
Positioning lanyards can also be 
used as tools for limiting the 
range of movement. 

Safety and positioning lanyards 
are made of:
- core ropes, 
- twisted ropes,
- steel ropes,

and webbings:
- standard or
- elastic.

NFC tags for ASSpect system- 
available as an option.



MANUFIX
EN 358

Lanyard with a rope length regulator used for work positioning and 
simultaneously as a restraint system. 
Owing to very low weight, particularly recommended for work at 
high altitudes. 

-	 aluminium positioning device adapted to the palm shape
-	 slides on Ø 14 mm core rope in both directions
-	 the core rope with a wear indicator and an additional 

protective sleeve
-	 available with AJ501L aluminium snap hooks at the regulator 

and AJ561 at the rope end
-	 available lengths: from 2 to 40 m
-	 weight with 2.5 m lanyard: only 0.9 kg

Cat. No.	 Lanyard length (m) 
AF784-020  2,0
AF784-025  2,5
AF784-030  3,0
AF784-050  5,0
AF784-100  10,0
AF784-150  15,0
AF784-200  20,0
AF784-300  30,0
AF784-400  40,0

MANUBLOK
EN  358

Lanyard with a rope length regulator used for work positioning and 
simultaneously as a restraint system. Owing to smooth rope 
movement, particularly recommended for limiting movement range 
on an inclined roof.
 
- ergonomic steel positioning device slides on Ø 14mm core 

rope in both directions
-	 the lanyard is shortened by pulling the rope behind the device
-	 the core rope with a wear indicator and an additional 

protective sleeve
-	 available with AJ501T steel snap hooks at the regulator and 

AJ560 at the rope end
-	 available lengths: from 2 to 40 m
-	 weight with 2.5 m lanyard: 1.0 kg

Cat. No.	  Lanyard length (m)
AF775-020  2,0
AF775-025  2,5
AF775-030  3,0
AF775-050  5,0
AF775-100  10,0
AF775-150  15,0
AF775-200  20,0
AF775-300  30,0
AF775-400  40,0
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MANUSTOP 
EN 358

Lanyard with a rope length regulator used for work positioning and 
simultaneously as a restraint system.

- steel positioning device slides on Ø 16 mm twisted rope in both 
directions

- lanyard is shortened by squeezing the handle and sliding the 
device in the 

- double locking snap hook direction
- rope is extended by squeezing the handle and sliding the 

device in the 
- lanyard end splice direction
- available with AJ501T steel snap hooks at the regulator and 

AJ560 at the rope end
- available lengths: from 2 to 40 m
- weight with 2.5 m lanyard: 1.27 kg

Cat. No.	 Lanyard length (m)
AF764-020  2,0
AF764-025  2,5
AF764-030  3,0
AF764-050  5,0
AF764-100  10,0
AF764-150  15,0
AF764-200  20,0
AF764-300  30,0
AF764-400  40,0

SAFETY LANYARD
LUNGE
EN 354 

- core rope Ø 12 mm
- adjustable version with a steel buckle
- without a snap hook or with AJ511, 560, 590, 591 snap hooks,

Adjustable lanyards   Non-adjustable lanyards
Cat. No.    Lanyard length (m)	 Cat No.	  Lanyard length (m)	
CY140R	 1.4	 	 CY060	 0.6 
CY140R 1,4   CY060   0,6
CY160R 1,6   CY080   0,8
     CY100       1,0
     CY150       1,5

SAFETY LANYARD 
POSITIONING LANYARD 
EN 354, EN 358

- twisted rope Ø 14 mm
- adjustable version with aluminium buckle
- without a snap hook or with AJ510, 560, 590, 591 snap hooks,

Adjustable lanyards   Non-adjustable lanyards
Cat. No.    Lanyard length (m)	 Cat No.	  Lanyard length (m) 
CL140R  1,4   CL100  1,1
CL160R 1,6   CL120  1,4
CL200R 2,0   CL140  1,5
CL250R 2,5   CL160  1,6
CL300R 3,0   CL200  2,0

*Lanyard length is measured including snap hooks.
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LINKA BEZPIECZEŃSTWA 
EN 354

Safety lanyard particularly recommended for "hot working", works 
with chemical substances or where sharp edges are present.

- stainless steel rope, Ø 8 mm
- additional PCV cover
- stainless steel thimbles at both ends

Cat. No.	  Lanyard length (m)
CJ100-010   1,0
CJ100-015   1,5
CJ100-020   2,0

SAFETY LANYARD  V-shape
EN 354

Safety lanyard for work using rope access techniques
- made of 25 mm polyamide webbing

Cat. No.	 Lanyard length (m)	  
CV60/30    0,6/0,3   
CV120/120  1,2/1,2  

ELASTIC SAFETY 
WEBBING  CR
EN 354

- manufactured as 2 types:
  - single lanyard - CR1
  - double lanyard - CR2
- made of elastic webbing
- without a snap hook or with AJ511, 560, 561, 590, 591 snap 

hooks,
- lanyard length: 1.3 – 1.9 m

Snap hooks available in sets with lanyards:

Cat. no.                   AJ560         AJ561          AJ510          AJ511          AJ590          AJ591           AJ592         AJ592A
Symbol                         H1               H2                 G                 B                  F1                 F2                 F3                 F4
on a label (X,Y)
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Energy absorbers

Energy absorbers reduce the fall 
arresting impact force to a value 
safe for the user, i.e. under 6 kN.  

Manufactured versions: with two 
lanyards, with one lanyard and 
without the safety lanyard. 

Energy absorbers with two lanyards 
protect against falling from height 
during access and at the 
workstation.  When moving on the 
structure, they ensure constant 
safety process and permit 
movement in any direction.  

Energy absorbers with a single line 
protect the user at the workstation
and e.g. when working on a lift 
platform.  

Energy absorbers without lanyards 
operate with attached safety 
lanyards.

All the energy absorbers should be 
attached to points with a breaking 
strength of more than 10 kN and 
situated preferably directly above 
the user's head.

ASSECURO energy absorbers are 
made using energy absorbing 
woven webbing and additional 
safety webbing.

Energy absorbers can be 
permanently connected with one 
or two lanyards:
	 - core ropes- A-marked,
	 - twisted ropes	- T-marked,
or webbings 	
	 - standard webbings- B-marked,
	 - elastic webbings- BE-marked,

Lanyards can be:
	 - adjustable- R-marked,
	 - non-adjustable- L-marked.



ENERGY ABSORBER ABW2L BE 
EN 354, EN 355
 

- permanently connected with two non-adjustable safety lanyards 
made of elastic 25 mm polyamide webbing

- user's maximum weight: 120kg 
- standard length including snap hooks: 1.7m
- available with snap hooks: 
 -  at the safety lanyard end: AJ590, 591, 592, 592A 
 -  at the energy absorber: AJ510, 560 or any detachable, e.g. AJ501T
- weight of CE205 2L F2 (with two AJ591 snap hooks): 1.40 kg

Cat. no.    Characteristics   
CE2052L F-1  snap hook AJ590  
CE2052L F-2  snap hook AJ591 (see photo)  
CE2052L F-3  snap hook AJ592  
CE2052L F-4  snap hook AJ592A  

ENERGY ABSORBER ABW2L B 
EN 354, EN 355
 

- permanently connected with two non-adjustable safety lanyards 
made of polyamide 25 mm 

- 25 mm non-elastic webbing
- user's maximum weight: 120kg
- standard length including snap hooks: 1.7m
 -  available with snap hooks: 
 -  at the safety lanyard end: AJ590, 591, 592, 592A 
- at the energy absorber: AJ510, 560 or any detachable, e.g. AJ501T
- weight of CE205 2L F2 (with two AJ591 snap hooks): 1.4 kg

Cat. no.  Characteristics   
CE2032L F-1  snap hook AJ590  
CE2032L F-2  snap hook AJ591 (see photo)  
CE2032L F-3  snap hook AJ592  
CE2032L F-4  snap hook AJ592A   

Rodzaje zatrzaśników stosowanych w linkach i amortyzatorach bezpieczeństwa:

Symbol kat.              AJ560         AJ561          AJ510          AJ511          AJ590          AJ591           AJ592         AJ592A
Oznaczenie                  H1               H2                 G                 B                  F1                 F2                 F3                 F4
na wyrobie (X,Y)
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ENERGY ABSORBER ABW2L A
EN 354, EN 355

- permanently connected with two non-adjustable safety lanyards   
made of core rope Ø 12 mm

- user's maximum weight: 120 kg 
- standard length including snap hooks: 1.7 m
- available with snap hooks: 
 -  at the safety lanyard end: AJ590, 591, 592, 592A 
 -  at the energy absorber: AJ510, 560 or any detachable, e.g. AJ501T
- weight of CE202 2L F2 (with two AJ591 snap hooks): 1.40 kg

Cat. no.  Characteristics   
CE2022L F-1  snap hook Aj590  
CE2022L F-2  snap hook AJ591 (see photo)  
CE2022L F-3  snap hook Aj592  
CE2022L F-4  snap hook AJ592A  

ENERGY ABSORBER ABWL BE
EN 354, EN 355

- permanently connected with one non-adjustable safety lanyards   
made of polyamide 25 mm elastic webbing

- user's maximum weight: 120kg
- standard length with AJ591 snap hooks: 1.9m
 -  available with snap hooks: 
 -  at the safety lanyard end: AJ590, 591, 592, 592A 
 -  at the energy absorber: AJ510, 560 or any detachable, e.g. 

AJ501T
- weight of CE205L  F2 (with two AJ591 snap hooks): 1.4 kg

Cat. no.  Characteristics 
CE205L F-0 without snap hook (see photo)
CE205L F-1   snap hook AJ590  
CE205L F-2   snap hook AJ591
CE205L F-3   snap hook AJ592  
CE205L F-4   snap hook AJ592A  

ENERGY ABSORBER ABW2L Q
EN 354, EN 355

- provides continuity through the mechanism forcing the attachment 
of at least one snap hook to the structure, ie. snap hook can not be 
unfastened until the second pinned

- permanetly connected with steel lanyard in a textile cover
- snap hooks secured against breaking lock
-  can be used on structures with a profile diameter of 8-60 mm
-  total length: 164 cm
-  steel lanyard length between snap hooks: 118 cm
-  equipped with a swivel at the shock absorber site
- weight: 1.8 kg
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ENERGY ABSORBER ABWL A
EN 354, EN 355

- permanently connected with a single polyamide lanyard, core 
rope, Ø 12 mm

- user's maximum weight: 120kg	
- adjustable version with a steel buckle
- standard length including snap hooks:
 - non-adjustable version up to: 1.7m

 - adjustable version up to: 1.9m

- various snap hook types
- weight of CE202 L F1 (with AJ591 snap hooks): 1.8kg

Version	 	 	 Version
adjustable  non-adjustable
Cat.no.     Characteristics 
CE202R   CE202L    without snap hook
CE202R F-1  CE202L F-1  snap hook AJ 590
CE202R F-2  CE202L F-2  snap hook AJ 591
CE202R F-3  CE202L F-3  snap hook AJ 592
CE202R F-4  CE202L F-4  snap hook AJ 592A

ENERGY ABSORBER ABW
EN 355

	-	 can be used with a safety lanyard of maximum
  length 160 cm
	-	 length without snap hooks: 26 cm
	-	 weight without snap hooks: 0.24 kg

Cat.no. Characteristics 
CE201   without snap hook
CE201 G  snap hook AJ510
CE201 H  snap hook AJ560

ENERGY ABSORBER ABWL B
EN 354, EN 355

- permanently connected with a single non-elastic polyamide 
webbing

- user's maximum weight: 120kg
- standard length with AJ591 snap hooks – 1.7m
- various snap hook types 

- at the safety lanyard end: AJ590, 591,592, 592A
- at the energy absorber: AJ510, 560 or any detachable, e.g. 

AJ501T
- weight of CE203 L F2 (with AJ591 snap hooks):  0.8kg

Cat. no. Characteristics   
CE203L F-0   without snap hook (see photo)
CE2032L F-1  snap hook AJ590  
CE2032L F-2  snap hook AJ591   
CE2032L F-3  snap hook AJ592  
CE2032L F-4  snap hook AJ592A 

CE202R  CE202L

CE201

CE201G

CE201H
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Snap hooks, 
anchorage slings, 
anchor points 
and special 
constructions



AJ514
EN 362 

-	 made of steel
-	 screw lock system with a nut 
-	 opening: 22 mm
-	 breaking strength: 28 kN
-	 weight: 210 g
 

AJ502
EN 362 

-	 made of steel
-	 screw lock system with a nut 
-	 opening: 10 mm
-	 breaking strength: 25 kN
-	 weight: 100 g

AJ514A
EN 362 

-	 made of steel
-	 automatic lock system, 
-	 opening: 22 mm
-	 breaking strength: 28 kN
-	 weight: 230 g
 

AJ503
EN 362 

-	 made of steel
-	 screw lock system with a nut
-	 opening: 10 mm
-	 breaking strength: 15 kN
-	 weight: 110 g

AJ514L
EN 362 

-	 made of aluminium
-	 screw lock system with a nut 
-	 opening: 21 mm
-	 breaking strength: 25 kN
-	 weight: 80 g
 

AJ504
EN 362 

-	 made of steel
-	 screw lock system with a nut 
-	 opening: 10 mm
-	 breaking strength: 25 kN
-	 weight: 50 g

AJ501T
EN 362

-	 made of steel,
-	 screw lock system 
 with a  nut, 
-	 opening: 17 mm
-	 breaking strength: 22 kN
-	 weight: 160 g

AJ501A
EN 362

-	made of steel,
-	 triple automatic lock     
 system,
-	opening: 22 mm
-	breaking strength: 30 kN
-	weight: 195 g

AJ501L
EN 362

-	 made of aluminium
-	 screw lock system 
 with a nut,
-	 opening: 17 mm
-	 breaking strength: 23 kN
-	 weight: 80 g

AJ501LA
EN 362 

-	 made of aluminium
-	 automatic lock system,
-	 opening: 18 mm
-	 breaking strength: 23 kN
-	 weight: 85 g
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AJ510 EN 362

-	 made of aluminium
-	 screw lock system with a nut 
-	 opening: 17 mm
-	 breaking strength: 22 kN
-	 weight: 190 g

AJ561 EN 362

-	 made of aluminium
-	 double locking system
-	 opening: 19 mm
-	 breaking strength: 25 kN
-	 weight: 160 g

AJ592 EN 362

-	 made of steel
-	 double locking system
-	 opening: 85 mm
-	 breaking strength: 22 kN
-	 weight: 850 g 

AJ511 EN 362

-	 made of aluminium
-	 double locking system
-	 opening: 25 mm
-	 breaking strength: 30 kN
-	 weight: 125 g

AJ590 EN 362

-	 made of steel
-	 double locking system
-	 opening: 50 mm
-	 breaking strength: 22 kN
-	 weight: 460 g

 

AJ592A EN 362

-	 made of aluminium
-	 double locking system
-	 opening: 110 mm
-	 breaking strength: 25 kN
-	 weight: 960 g

AJ560 EN 362

-	 made of steel
-	 double locking system
-	 opening: 18 mm
-	 breaking strength: 22 kN
-	 weight: 240 g

AJ591 EN 362

-	 made of aluminium
-	 double locking system
-	 opening: 65 mm
-	 breaking strength: 22 kN
-	 weight: 460 g
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Steel anchorage 
sling CJ100 
EN 354, EN 795

-  made of Ø 8 mm stainless steel  
 rope
-  additional PCV cover
-  used for construction elements  
 with a large diameter and/or 
 sharp edges
-  length: from 1 to 5 m
-  weight: 470 g (for length of 1 m) 

Anchorage sling
CB200 
EN 354, EN 795

-  made of double polyamide 
  tubular 25 mm webbing
-  with an additional protective  
  sleeve in order to secure the   
  edges
-  length: 60, 80, 100, 120 and 
 150 cm
-  weight (60 cm): 150 g

Anchorage sling 
MONO CB202
EN 795 

- made of single polyamide 25 mm  
 webbing
- length: 80, 100, 120 and 150 cm
- weight (60 cm): 60 g

 

Assembly hook  
AN591
EN 362, EN 795

For attaching the safety rope to the 
structure at the height up to 
10 m above the ground using a 
telescopic pole.
- made of aluminium
- opening: 55 mm
- weight: 490 g  

Anchor clamp
CJ301, 302, 303
EN 362

For attaching the safety system.
-  made of Ø 6 mm stainless steel 
 wire
-  made in three sizes, opening: 80, 
 105 and 140 mm

Anchore point DAS
EN 517, EN 795

-  made of stainless steel
-  mounted with nails under
 roof tiles for rafters and
 additionally secured
 steel cable
-  it can be at the same time
 used to stabilize the ladder
 on the roof slope

Anchor point SPAR 
EAP-SPAR
EN 795

-  made of stainless steel
-  screwed to the embedded 
 anchor or to a steel profile
-  weight: 150 g

Mobile anchor point 
for wall  AN511
EN 795

 - made of stainless steel
-  mobile anchorage point secured 
 in previously installed sockets
-  sockets can be glued into the  
 concrete or screwed to a steel 
 profile
-  weight: 160 g

Anchore point for 
descending ABP
EN 795

-  made of stainless steel
-  enables the attachment of a 
 working rope for rope access
-  weight: 250 g
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Safety pole
 AN300

EN 795

 - made of steel
- w ith swivel attachment point
- p rovides safety for 3 people
- m ounted by a bolt to a  

welded/screwed base plate
- pole height: 1.5 m
- pole base dimensions: 
 230 x 230  mm
- pole weight: 18.5 kg

Pole base
AN301

- made of steel
- painted with primer 
- to be welded in using fillet 
 weld 6 mm
- weight: 6.6 kg

Pole base
AN301C

-  made of hot-dip galvanized steel
-  screwed to the structure
-  connection with the structure: 4 x 

M20 screws, class 8.8 
-  weight: 6.6 kg

Anchore plate
BE331
EN 795

- made of steel
- screwed to the embedded 
 anchor or to a steel profile
- weight: 45 g

Aluminium anchor 
point   AN501
EN 795

 - made of aluminium
-  powder coated
-  secured with anchors or M12 bolts
-  used for horizontal, vertical and 
 diagonal surfaces
-  weight: 200 g

Beam clamp 
SPAR-11 BEF-411 
EN 795

-   for mounting SPAR-11 on the beam 
 flange without the need to drill   
 bores in the structure.
- made of steel
- beam flange thickness: max. 16mm
- available for 4 sizes of flange width:
	 - type 200 – from 69 to 85 mm
	 - type 300 – from 69 to 185 mm
	 - type 400 – from 69 to 285 mm
 - type 500 – from 69 to 385 mm

Beam clamp 
AN412

- made of steel
- clamped on the beam lower 

flange
- breaking strength: >10kN
- conforms with EN795
- weight: 4 kg

Anchor beam   AN508 
EN 795, FprCEN/TS 16415

Installed in a door frame in the next room.
- provides safety for 2 people
- adjustable and spreadable stops for door frames from 60 to 120 cm wide
- with transport cover
- package length: 90 cm
- weight: 4.5 kg
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Post STABIL 
EAP-STABIL-10
EN 795
   
- made of galvanized steel or 

stainless steel (option)
- with swivel attachment point
- mounted to concrete or steel 

profiles
- pole height: 300, 400, 500, 
 600 mm
- base dimensions: 150x150x8 mm
- pole pipe diameter: 48 mm
- provides simultaneous protection 

for 3 people

Post QUADRAT 10 
EAP-QUAD-10
EN 795

- made of stainless steel
- with swivel attachment point
- mounted to concrete
- option: with ASS-302 plate 

(pictured) can be mounted to 
trapezoidal sheet 0.75-1,5 mm 
thick

- pole height: 300, 400, 500, 
 600 mm
- rod diameter: 16 mm
- base dimensions: 150x150x5 mm
- provides simultaneous protection 

for 3 people

Single anchore point 
FALZ EAP-FALZ
EN 795

- made of stainless steel
- available in 2 sizes, depending on 

the standing seam span
- with swivel attachment point
- fixed with four adjustable clamps 

to the standing seams of metal 
roofs

- with snow cover thickness 
indicator available as an option

- provides simultaneous protection 
for 2 people

Post QUADRAT 12 
EAP-QUAD-12
EN 795

- made of stainless steel,
- with swivel attachment point
- mounted to trapezoidal sheet
 0.75-1.5 mm thick
- provides simultaneous protection 

for 3 people

Single anchore point 
SANDWICH EAP-SAND
EN 795

- made of stainless steel
- available in 3 sizes, depending on 
the sheet profile

- with swivel attachment point
- mounted to trapezoidal sheet, min. 
thickness 0.6mm

- can also be installed temporarily, 
e.g. when laying steel sheets and 
cutting openings for skylights

- provides simultaneous protection for 
3 people 

Post QUADRAT 13 
EAP-QUAD-13
EN 795

- made of stainless steel,
- with swivel attachment point
- mounted to trapezoidal sheet 0.63-  

0.75 mm thick
- provides simultaneous protection for 

3 people
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Safety crane
AT752 
EN 795

- made of steel
- hot-dip galvanized
- crane height: 6 m
- base dimensions: 400x395 cm
- base levelled with adjustable legs
- the base has slots for transport with a heavy forklift
- crane arm length 1.8 m, rotation range 360˚
- with 2 attachment points for installation of e.g. retractable type fall arresters
- 4 rubber overruns included
- weight: 800 kg

Dead weight anchor VARIO 
EAP-VARIO-15
EN 795, 

- provides safety for one person
- used on flat roofs with a pitch of up to 15 degrees
- with swivel attachment point
- frame made of stainless steel
- frame filling: concrete slabs (not included)
- frame size: 1536x1536 mm
- frame weight: 21 kg
- frame weight including slabs: 384 to 499 kg
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9

Retractable type 
fall arresters, 
guided type fall 
arresters and 
temporary 
horizontal lines

Retractable type fall arresters and 
guided type fall arresters in 
combination with a safety harness 
protect the user from a fall during 
access and work.

Retractable and guided type fall 
arresters are designed to arrest the 
fall. The user drops a maximum of 2 
metres before the fall is arrested.

Retractable fall arresters should be 
attached to the construction 
above the user's head. 
Some can also be used for 
horizontal, vertical and diagonal 
surfaces, 
as communicated by an 
appropriate icon on the housing.
  
Once installed, the devices 
operate fully automatically 
allowing the user to work freely.

Guided type fall arresters are 
made in versions removable and 
non-removable from the safety 
rope.

All guided type fall arresters will 
work in automatic mode. Some 
have an additional manual mode.
The manual mode allows the user 
to lock the position of the device 
at any point on the rope.

NFC tags for ASSpect system – 
available as an option.



MINIBLOK with webbing 
AH202T
EN 360, RfUs VG11.060:2014

For protection at the workstation, can be 
used even with the fall factor = 2.
-  webbing length: 2m
-  plastic housing
-  webbing width: 20 mm
-  textile mini energy absorber in opened  

cover
- for vertical and horizontal work
-  user's maximum weight: 136 kg
-  swivel attachment point with a snap 

hook
-  a snap hook with a fall indicator 

installed at the webbing end 
-  weight: 1kg

AUTOBLOK with webbing 
AH206T
EN 360

For protection at the workstation. 
- webbing length: 6 m
- plastic housing
- webbing width: 20 mm
- mechanical energy absorber in the  

housing
- fixed attachment point with a snap hook
- a snap hook with a swivel and a fall 

indicator installed at the webbing end
- user's maximum weight: 140 kg  
- included additional auxiliary rope for 

pulling the safety rope to the base level
- weight: 2 kg

AUTOBLOK AH310
EN 360

-  steel rope length: 10m
-  plastic housing
-  a swivel snap hook with a fall indicator  

installed at the rope end
-  swivel anchore point with snap hook for 

attaching the device 
-  steel rope Ø 4.8 mm
-  for horizontal work
-  user's maximum weight: 140 kg
-  dimensions: 200x180x90 mm
-  weight: 4.8kg
-  an anti-static cover CW262 available as an 

option (see page 77)

AUTOBLOK AH320
EN 360

-  steel rope length: 20m
-  plastic housing
-  a swivel snap hook with a fall indicator  

installed at the rope end
-  swivel anchore point with snap hook for 

attaching the device 
-  steel rope Ø 4.8 mm
-  for horizontal work
-  user's maximum weight: 140 kg
-  dimensions: 320x250x100 mm
-  weight: 8,95 kg
-  an anti-static cover CW262 available as an 

option (see page 77)

AUTOBLOK IKAR AD
EN 360

- steel rope length: 3-60 m
- plastic or aluminium housing
- user's maximum weight: 136kg
- swivel attachment point with a 

snaphook, or a swivel snap hook at 
the end of the rope AD T device:

- type AD T:
	 - 25mm webbing fitted with a 

double locking aluminium snap 
hook

	 - webbing length: 2-15 m
	 - weight: 1.2-4.8 kg
- type AD:
	 - steel rope Ø 4.5 mm
	 - rope length: 3-60 m
	 - weight: 1.9 - 38 kg
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AUTOBLOK with webbing 
AH306T
EN 360

For protection at the workstation. 
- webbing length: 6 m
- plastic housing
- webbing width: 20 mm
- mechanical energy absorber in the  

housing
- swivel attachment point with a snap hook
- snap hook with a swivel and a fall 

indicator installed at the webbing end
- user's maximum weight: 140 kg  
- weight: 2 kg

6m

AUTOBLOK AH306T

EN360:2002

2777

1981

2019

ASSECURO reserves the right to change the offer.
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STOPER 
AC403
EN 353-2

- fall arrester put on the core rope 
 Ø 12 mm
- operates in automatic and manual   

mode
- equipped with a textile mini energy  

absorber 
- energy absorber fitted with a snap 

hook Aj560
- weight: 0.85 kg

STOPER T 
AC403T
EN 353-2

- a fall arrester put on the twisted 
rope Ø 16 mm

- operates in automatic and manual 
mode

- equipped with a textile mini energy 
absorber fitted with a snap hook 
Aj560

- weight: 0.9kg
 

STOPROPE 
Ac404
EN 353-2

- fall arrester permanently installed on 
a core rope Ø 12 mm

- automatic function only
- rope length: 5-50 m
- weight with 20 m rope: 2.7 kg

Core rope for STOPER  
AC403
EN 353-2

-  polyamide core rope Ø 12 mm
- breaking strength: 22 kN
-  length: from 10 to 50 m
-  weight (10 m): 1.1kg

Twisted rope for STOPER T 
AC410-450
EN 353-2

-  polyamide twisted rope Ø 16 mm
- breaking strength: 22 kN
-  length: from 10 to 50 m
-  weight (10 m): 2.7 kg



Anchore line 
CM110
EN 795

Horizontal polyamide anchor line, to be installed between poles, 
beams, etc.
- not equipped with a tensioner
- made of Ø 11 mm polyamide core rope
- available endings (can be combined):
	 - P - loop
	 - G – AJ510 snap hook
	 - H – AJ560 snap hook
- available lengths: 3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 m
- rope weight (10 m) CM110 PP: 0.75 kg

AJ510

AJ560

HARIP mini BF541
EN 795

Horizontal anchor webbing with a tensioner, to be 
installed between poles, beams, etc.
- tensioner made of steel
- 35 mm polyamide webbing
- the system is designed for 2 users
- system length: 10, 20 and 30 m (support every 10 m 
required)

- kit weight including 20 m webbing: 2.8 kg	  

Anchore line 
CM140
EN 795

Horizontal polyamide anchor line, to be installed between poles, 
beams, etc.
- not equipped with a tensioner
- made of Ø 14 mm polyamide twisted rope
- available endings (can be combined):
	 - P - loop
	 - G – AJ510 snap hook
	 - H – AJ560 snap hook
- available lengths: 3, 5, 8, 10, 15, 20, 25 m
- rope weight (10 m) CM140 PP: kg 1.25 

TEMP AN806
EN 795

Horizontal steel anchor line, to be installed between poles, 
beams, etc.
- certified to be used simultaneously by 4 people (3+1)
- system elements (purchased separately):

- TEMP-ENDS-10 – rope tensioner with integrated 
energy absorber – 2 pcs

- AIO SEIL-30 – stainless steel rope Ø 8 mm 
- TEMP SZH-10 – intermediate bracket with integrated 

tensioner
- system length: up to 150 m
- intermediate attachment points span: up to 20 m

AJ510

AJ560
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Permanent safety 
systems

These are permanently mounted to 
the building and constitute its 
permanent equipment.

T h e y  s e c u r e  p e r m a n e n t 
communication routes on the 
facade, roof and inside of the 
building in places where there is a 
risk of falling from a height.

They can take the form of:
-  life line systems,

-  rail systems and rail ladders,

-  individual attachment points.

They can be located vertically, 
horizontally and on sloping planes.

They are attached to the roof, 
ceiling, facade and walls of the 
building.



ALL in ONE AN800
EN 795 

Horizontal, rope lifeline system ensuring safe work at 
height when travelling on communication roads on 
roofs, platforms, on the façade and inside production 
halls.
The worker travels on communication routes attached to 
a runner, which moves through intermediate rope 
attachment points without having to reattach it.
The system guide can be installed to posts, special 
fixings, anchor masses or horizontal structures with a 
tolerance of +/- 15 degrees. The system is adapted to be 
used by up to 4 employees simultaneously.
The distance between intermediate attachment points 
should not exceed 15m.

The system can be fix to:
-  trapezoidal sheets
-  concrete or masonry
-  steel sections
-  wooden construction

System components:
1.   AIO-STABIL post - mounted on a steel frame to a 

trapezoidal sheet - as a start / end point
2.   AIO-STABIL post - fixed with beams to trapezoidal 

sheets - as an intermediate point or fixed to 
concrete with anchors

3.   AIO-STX anchor point - attached to a trapezoidal 
sheet with sheathing

4.   AIO-SYST anchor point - fixed to roofs covered with 
sheet metal joined in standing seam

5.   AIO-SYST anchor point - fixed to roofs covered with 
KALZIP sheet metal

6.   AIO-SAND anchor point - fixed to a trapezoidal 
sheet

7.   GLEIT runner
8.   AIO-SYST anchor point attached to trapezoidal 

sheets with corner elements
9.   intermediate point of the AIO-INDUSTRY system
10. AIO-VARIO 45 anchor point - system start / end point
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Depending on the system location on the site, the following 
runners are used:
-  GLEIT 10 - removable from the rope
-  GLEIT 11 - not  removable from the rope, for use on straight

rope runs located above the head
-  GLEIT 12 - not removable from the rope, for use on rope 

runs with bends and situated above the head
- GLEIT 13 not removable from the rope, on rope runs with   

bends

Gleit 10 Gleit 11

Gleit 12 Gleit 13

AIO system attached to STABIL posts

AIO system without bends fixed to the facade  AIO system with bends mounted above the user's 
head

ASSECURO reserves the right to change the offer.



SKC EVO AC351
EN 353-1, EN 353-2

A vertical rope lifeline system, ensuring safety for work at height when moving on 
ladders inside and outside construction works.
Along the ladder, a stainless steel or galvanized steel rope Ø 8 mm is stretched, and the 
worker moves along the rope strapped to a safety runner. The runner moves behind the 
worker along the entire length of the system without having to reattach it, you can 
move it in the event of such a need to the next system and install and remove the rope 
at any place.
The system guide should be installed vertically with a tolerance of +/- 15 degrees. The 
system is intended for use by a single employee weighing between 50 and 140 kg.
The distance between the rope guides should not exceed 10 m.
The SKC top anchor pile can be 1.9 m or 2.5 m high and is installed at the rear, up to the 
ladder rungs. The use of an SKC 2.5 m high upper anchor pile allows convenient 
attachment to the system.

SKC system components:
1. SKC upper anchor pile
2. SKC steel rope connector
3. first meter of rope ended with a thimble (for stainless steel, a copper 

connector is used)
4. steel rope Ø 8 mm stainless or galvanized
5. rope guide
6. rope clamps
7. M12 rope fork tensioner
8. SKC bottom anchor
9. SKC-EVO safety runner

AC351 
SKC-EVO safety runner
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Depending on the system location on the site, 
following runners are used:
-  TAURUS H11 runner - for horizontal use (EN 795)
-  TAURUS V20 runner with shock absorber - for 

vertical use (EN 363-1)
-  TAURUS A30 runner - for horizontal and vertical 

use (EN 353-1, EN 795)

TAURUS AN900
EN 795, EN 353:1

Rail protection system ensuring safety at height when travelling on communication routes (diagram below) on ladders, 
roofs, bridges, along the facade and inside production halls.
An aluminium rail is installed along the entire length of the system, and the worker moves along the system attached to 
the runner, which slides behind him along the rail through intermediate attaching points without having to reattach it.
The rail can be run in straight sections or with bends modelled to the shape of the traffic route.
The rail should be attached to the rungs of ladders, posts, walls, façades or structures.
The system is adapted to be used by up to 4 employees (on every 10 m of rail).

TAURUS H11

TAURUS V20

TAURUS A30

ASSECURO reserves the right to change the offer.
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HERKULES AN200
EN 795

A horizontal rail system equipped with a sliding hitch point, which, together with the fall-arrest device, ensures safety 
when working at heights on tanks, feed wagons, wagons, machines, devices and at loading and unloading stations for 
various materials both inside and outside the production halls.
Steel guide rails are installed along the entire length of the guide, and the worker moves along the system pinned to the 
trolley, which moves inside the rail through intermediate fastening points without having to reattach it.
The rails are galvanized and are as standard in 3 m straight sections, which are connected with connectors to the desired 
system length. In addition to straight rails, rails with a 90 degree bend are also available. The rails should be installed 
horizontally with a tolerance of +/- 15 degrees.
Herkules with a fall-arrest device and safety harness are a complete security system for employees to work on the 
aforementioned machines and devices.
The system is adapted to be used simultaneously by 2 employees on each 3 m section of the rail and 2 employees 
between the supports of the supporting structure.
While working, it is also necessary to keep a distance of 1 m between employees.

System components:
1. fixing to the ceiling - AN205
2. wall mounting - AN206
3. galvanized 3 m long steel rail - AN201-3
4. rail with 90 degree bend - AN209
5. end of rail lock
6. rail connector - AN203
7. HERKULES runner - AN200

The HERKULES system can be attached to:
-  steel profile
-  concrete or wall
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RAIL SAFETY AND ACCESS 
SYSTEM  AN600 
EN 353-1

A vertical fall protection system with a fall-arrest device 
sliding inside the rail profile.
The system can be in the form of a safety rail bolted to 
an existing ladder or rail ladders that combine the 
function of a ladder and fall protection.

-    they are made of galvanized steel, stainless steel or 
aluminium

-   rails are attached to a minimum of 4 ladder rungs 
with a minimum strength of 2.5 kN and at a distance 
of not more than 196 cm

-   rail ladders are mounted to a minimum of 4 fixings 
with a minimum strength of 2.5 kN and at a distance 
of not more than 140 cm

-   self-clamping device in the form of a safety runner 
on rollers with a shock absorber moves behind the 
employee, and in the event of a fall, it immediately 
locks to stop falling

- the roller is produced in ordinary and special 
versions, for use in narrow spaces, e.g. in wells etc.

-    the rails have an asymmetrical profile that prevents 
installing the runner in the wrong way

-    rails and rail ladders are connected with each other 
with connectors

- the beginning and end of each system has a 
locking that prevents accidental unlocking of the 
runner

- the system can be completed with so-called 
entrance bend enabling comfortable and safe exit 
from the ladder to the roof

   
FABA GRIP 
safety runner
cat. no. AN600G
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Climbing support 
systems

Climbing the ladder requires good 
physical condition. Usually a height 
of 40 m above 0 level is reached 
without problems with one or two 
rests. Sometimes, however, the 
objects are even higher, e.g. wind 
farms, the climbing of which 
requires huge physical effort from 
the employee.

In this case, it is advisable to use a 
climbing support system that “pulls 
u p ”  t h e  u s e r  w i t h  a  f o r c e 
equivalent to 40-50 daN (40-50 kg).
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SERVO AN750

The system is used to support climbing a ladder, 
especially when its length is more than 50 m.
The system consists of an electric winch installed at 
the base of the ladder, a flexible plastic rope with a 
rope clamp, and a pulley installed at the top of the 
ladder.

The system should cooperate with the rail fall 
protection system, which is responsible for protecting 
the user against falling from a height.

When the user stops on the ladder, the system is 
overloaded, which automatically turns off the drive 
system. Restarting climbing the ladder and pulling the 
rope again automatically starts the drive system.

The SERVO system requires access to three-phase or 
single-phase power supply. The drive unit has IP55 
protection.

Installation of the system requires a special tool kit for 
welding plastic rope.

ASSECURO reserves the right to change the offer.



Evacuation from 
a height, high-
altitude rescue



AUTOEWAK with crank AG832H
EN 341

The device allows automatic evacuation of one or several 
people from a height. In addition, the device is equipped with 
a crank lifting function and additionally has a device to 
increase the friction of the sliding rope, which results in a 
decrease in the lowering speed. Lowering takes place 
automatically at a constant speed of no more than 1.5 m / s.
As a standard, the device has a 30 m long rope (other lengths 
up to 200 m on request) terminated with AJ511 double-latch 
carabiner, AJ501T carabiner and is packed in a transport 
bag.
To carry out the evacuation, a CB202 belt clip, e.g. 120 cm 
long, should be added to the device.
The weight of the device with a 30 m rope: 4.3 kg

AUTOEWAK AG832
EN 341

The device allows automatic evacuation of one or several 
people from a height. Lowering takes place automatically at 
a constant speed of no more than 1.5 m / s. The device also 
has mechanism to increase the friction of the sliding rope, 
which results in a decrease in the lowering speed.
As a standard, the device has a 30 m long rope (other lengths 
up to 200 m on request) terminated with AJ511 double-latch 
carabiner, AJ501T carabiner and is packed in a transport 
bag.
To carry out the evacuation, a CB202 belt clip, e.g. 120 cm 
long, should be added to the device.
Weight of the device with a 30 m rope: 4 kg

AUTOBLOK with automatic 
lowering function
ADG209, ADG218, ADG230
EN 341, EN 360

This is a fall-arrest device that additionally enables 
evacuation of one or several people from a height. Lowering 
takes place immediately after stopping the descent at a 
constant speed of 0.5 m / s After lowering the employee, the . 
rope is automatically wound on the drum and the next person 
can be evacuated. Devices are available with Ø 4.8 mm steel 
cables with lengths of 9, 18 and 30 m.
Weight of the device with a 18 m rope: 11 kg and with a 30 
m rope: 15 kg
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Basic high altitude rescue set ZRWP 
AG004

The set is designed for the needs of Fire Brigades rescuers. It is used to 
ensure safe work at heights, for self rescue operations and to evacuate 
injured persons from a height of up to 50 m.
The set can be extended with a rescue tripod.
The kit includes:
- ALPINA safety harness with automatic buckles - 2 pcs.
- rescue triangle - 1 pc.
- adjustable safety rope - 2 pcs.
- webbing sling 80 cm - 5 pcs.
- webbing sling 120 cm - 5 pcs.
- steel screw carabiner - 10 pcs.
- rope grab Stoprope with 30 m rope - 1 pc.
- rope grab Stoper - 1 pc.
- 10 mm core rope - 50 m
- single pulley 32 kN - 1 pc.
- block roll - 1 pc.
- otto - 2 pcs.
- 80 l red transport bag - 1 pc.

ATTENTION! The use of the kit requires specialist training!
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Illustrative photo - the exact number of elements included 
in the set is given in the description.

Evacuation set with
SPARROW 200R AG003
EN 341

The set enables evacuation of one or several people 
from a height. The evacuation speed is manually 
adjusted with the lever changing the rope wrap angle 
on the cam.
A set of equipment for evacuation from a height consists 
of the following components:
- Ø 11 mm rope terminated with a carabiner
- SPARROW 200R device with a carabiner
- webbing sling 120 cm 
- transport bag
The set is available with following rope lengths: 20, 30, 40 
and 50 m

ATTENTION! The use of the kit requires specialist training!

Emergency rescue kit for Fire 
Brigades   type R1 AG703

It is used to provide assistance and its content is suitable 
to secure work at heights.
The kit includes:
- elastic bands, gas compresses, patches, triangular 

scarves, burn dressings, isothermal foil
- outpatient gloves, scissors, safety pins, anatomical 

tweezers
- Kramer splints, artificial respiration masks, Ambu 

bag, orthopedic collar
- first aid instructions
Kit weight: 5.5 kg

ASSECURO reserves the right to change the offer.
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Tie down straps for 
the APOLLO II 
stretcher AG712

They are used to stabilize an injured 
person on a stretcher.
Made of polyamide straps and 
equipped with clamps. Number of 
straps: 4 pcs.

Four leg strap sling 
AG705

Equipped with a collective link 
and carabiners for attaching the 
stretcher. Adapted to work with a 
winch, e.g. a helicopter.

Head stabilizer
AG706

This is used to immobilize an injured 
person's head on a stretcher. It 
consists of two so-called cubes and 
two fastening belts.

Emergency stretcher  APOLLO II AG701

They are used to evacuate and transport horizontally an injured person from a height. They are also adapted to work 
with a winch, e.g. a helicopter.

- made of polyethylene
- they have aluminium reinforcements on the stretcher's edge and hand holes for rescuers
- composed of two parts connected by inserting one part into another in half length
- can be additionally equipped with four straps securing the injured person, head stabilizer and four-leg strap sling 

to cooperate with the winch
- length: 218 cm
- load capacity: up to 250 kg
- mass: 14 kg

ASSECURO reserves the right to change the offer.
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HEFESTUS scoop stretchers AG708

They enable safe positioning of an injured person without having to lift them.
- made of aluminium
- the central connector enables easy unfolding of the stretcher and placing 

it under the injured person
- equipped with three straps securing the injured person
- load capacity: up to 160 kg
- mass: 8 kg

NEPTUN long spine board AG702

- made of polyethylene
- does not shade the x-ray image
- has positive buoyancy
- length: 185 cm
- load capacity : up to 130 kg
- mass: 10 kg

Fastening straps for the long spine board 
NEPTUN AG707

They are used to stabilize the injured person on a long spine board.
- made of polyamide straps
- equipped with snaphooks

Stand for conducting resuscitation AG710 
It is used to force the injured body into the correct position during resuscitation.
- made of polyethylene
- length: 60 cm
- width: 41 cm

Trójkąt ewakuacyjny 
AG700

This enables the evacuation of people from a 
height  wi thout  safety harnesses.  The 
advantage of the triangle is the quick and 
intuitive way to put it on and its easy 
adaptability to the body.
Mass: 0.9 kg

Rescue knife  BE053

- made of stainless steel
- has a comfortable polyethylene handle
- equipped with a plastic, hard case with 

belt clip

ASSECURO reserves the right to change the offer.
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a depth,

underground 
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Tripod  DB-A2 AT055 
EN 795

Portable anchor point for safety and evacuation equipment. It is 
used to secure workplaces in sewage and telecommunications 
wells.
- made of duralumin profiles
- has two attachment points in the head
- has 3 telescopic legs with non-slip feet
- spacing diameter: 0.99 - 1.55 m
- three-stage height adjustment (from 1.44 to 2.42 m)
- transport length after folding: 1.50 m
- Permissible working load: up to 300 kg or 2 people
- mass: 19 kg
- additionally it can be equipped with:

- AT055-1 fixing to AD devices
- AT055-2 pulley with carabiner

Crane AT4157V4
EN 795

Portable, rotary anchor point designed to work with fall-arrest 
and evacuation devices.
- made of stainless steel
- attached to the seat bolted to the side or floor
- it has a folding arm enabling its convenient carrying and 

transporting
- works with a fall-arrest device and a crank winch
- mass: 36 kg

Mounting  AT055-1
Pulley with a snap hook  
AT055-2

ASSECURO reserves the right to change the offer.
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AUTOBLOK  with hand winch AD512 
EN 341, EN 360

Fall-arrest device with lowering and hoisting functions.
- it is possible to change the function from a fall-arrest device to a device 

for lifting and lowering or vice versa
- the crank can be released at any time
- carrying rope Ø 4.8 mm steel, galvanized
- the cable ends with a rotary snap
- weight limit: 136 kg
- standard cable length: 12 m (lengths up to 65 m available)
- weight of the device with a 12 m rope: 7.0 kg

Wciągarka korbowa  HC551

Works with a DB-A2 Tripod
- rope length: 20 m
- Maximum work load: 300 kg
- tripod mount included
- crank strength: 20 kg
- integrated brake
- gearing and brake resistant to dirt
- handle length: 30 cm
- mass: 11.2 kg

Hand winch  AG006

A versatile winch for lifting and pulling loads. It has a rope with a length of 6 m and 
a pulley with a hook. The condition of its application in health and safety is an 
additional protection of the injured person against falling from a height with a fall 
arrest device.
- made of galvanized steel
- telescopic folding lever
- Maximum work load: 500, 1000 kg
- the height of raising: 6 m. (at 500 kg) or 3 m (at 1000 kg)
- weight 6.4 kg
- optionally available with a tripod, available with CJ steel rope sling and 

two AJ501T snap hooks

ASSECURO reserves the right to change the offer.



Rope access 
works

They are performed in cases where 
work at height will be carried out 
briefly, and the construction of 
traditional scaffolding is impossible 
or is clearly ineffective.

When working in rope access, the 
principle of two ropes is used, i.e. 
the simultaneous use of a work 
rope for  work,  descent and 
approach and a safety rope to 
protect against falling from a 
height.

In addition, an evacuation kit and 
first aid kit should be available at 
the work site.

Employees who work with these 
t e c h n i q u e s  s h o u l d  h a v e 
specialized training.
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Base for Davit Arm 
AT004-1
EN 795

Attached to the ceiling, works together with the AT004 
crane. It is used to attach the safety and working rope 
and to rotate the PTA davit arm The ceiling seat has a 
screwed cover for plugging the pipe and ensuring full 
tightness.
- made of galvanized steel
- has 2 points for attaching a safety and work rope
- height: 40 cm
- base plate dimensions: 40 x 40 cm
- total mass: 30 kg

Base for Davit Arm PTA 
AT003-1
EN 795

Attached to an attic (on request version mounted to 
the ceiling or steel structure available), works with the 
AT003 crane. It is used to attach the safety and working 
rope and to rotate the PTA davit arm.
- made of galvanized steel
- has 2 points for attaching a safety and work rope
- height: 40 cm
- total mass: 9 kg

Rotating Davit Arm PTA  
AT004
EN 795

Used in rope access for the correct positioning of the 
lifeline and working rope in relation to the roof edge. It 
has a variable angle of arm inclination which changes its 
working height and extension. Works with the AT004-1 
seat, in which the crane rotates and there are points for 
attaching the safety and working rope.
It allows safe and comfortable entry into the descent, 
protects the ropes from damage on the roof edge and 
protects the roof edge from damage caused by rope 
pressure.
- made of galvanized steel
- folded to a convenient transport position
- height: 1992 mm
- has radius adjustment in the range of: 884 - 2050 mm
- total mass: 54 kg

Rotating Davit Arm PTA
AT003 
EN 795

Used in rope access for the correct positioning of the 
lifeline and working rope in relation to the roof edge. 
Works with the AT003-1 seat, in which the crane rotates 
and there are 2 points for attaching the safety and 
working rope. The crane protects the lifeline and rope 
against damage at the edge of the roof and protects the 
edge of the roof from damage caused by rope pressure.
- made of galvanized steel
- folded to a convenient transport position
- height: 1400 mm
- has radius adjustment in the range of: 972 - 1422 mm
- total mass: 33 kg

ASSECURO reserves the right to change the offer.



ATOM 
EN 361, EN 358, EN 813

Professional harness for rope access techniques, in particular with 
suspended seat. 

- with NFC tag for                  system
- front attachment point for safety – at the breastbone height
- regulated height of the back attachment buckle
- front attachment point for working in a suspended position – to 

clip in a self-braking descender or a chest rope clamp for 
descending a rope	              

- two lateral aluminium buckles for work in a supported position
- movable belt with a wide, ergonomic pad
- movable pads for thigh straps
- two tool straps and one loop for attaching tools or a tool bag
- fully adjustable shoulder straps, thigh straps and belt (with auto 

locking buckles)
- universal size in the S-XL range
- life time up to 10 years
- weight: 1.35kg
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ALPINA CA041
EN 358, EN 813

Belt - harness for work in supported and suspended positions.

- with NFC tag for                  system - as an option
- two lateral buckles for working in a supported position
- front buckle for working in a suspended position
- belt with a wide, ergonomic pad
- ergonomic pads in thigh straps
- three tool buckles for a tool bag or tools
- full adjustment of thigh straps and belt
- universal size 
- life time up to 10 years
- weight: 1.25 kg

ALPINA PLUS NFC CA141PQ
EN 361, EN 358, EN 813 

Professional harness for rope access techniques without the 
suspended seat, and for rescue operations.
Automatic buckles of shoulder straps, thigh straps and a belt that can 
be unfastened, and enable putting the harness on the injured person 
during a rescue operation.

- with NFC tag for                  system
- front attachment point for safety – at the breastbone height
- back attachment buckle
- front attachment point for working in a suspended position – to 

clip in a self-braking descender or a chest rope clamp for 
descending a rope

- two lateral buckles for working in a supported position
- belt and thigh straps with wide, ergonomic pads
- two tool straps and three tool buckles for a tool bag, tools, etc.
- full adjustment, unfastening of shoulder and thigh straps and belt 

enables the  full opening of the harness
- aluminium automatic buckles
- universal size S-XL
- life time up to 10 years
- weight: 2.4 kg

ASSECURO reserves the right to change the offer.
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EASY-MOVE AC414
EN 353-2, EN 358, EN 12841

Self-locking sliding core rope device.
- made of aluminium
- works in two modes:
- automatic mode - moves automatically behind the 

user along the rope in both directions
- manual mode - allows you to lock the device 

anywhere on the rope
- works with a rope with a diameter of 10.5 - 11 mm
- can be used to work in support as a length adjuster 

for a strapping rope
- mass: 190 g

ASAP BE318
EN 353-2, EN 12841

Self-locking sliding core rope device.
- made of aluminium
- works in automatic mode - moves automatically 

behind the user on the rope in both directions
- works with a rope with a diameter of 10 - 11.5 mm
- mass: 427 g

Descent device 
SPARROW 200R AG003
EN 341, EN 12841 

A multi-purpose device for descending, lowering, 
approaching and lifting
- made of aluminium
- it has a lever and a device to regulate the descent 

speed
- equipped with a self-locking system when the lever is 

released and an anti-panic function
- the housing construction enables connecting / 

disconnecting the rope without unhooking from the 
harness / stand

- designed for core ropes with a diameter of 10.5 -
11mm

- mass: 529 g

Descent device I’D BE305
EN 341, EN 12841

A multi-purpose device for descending, lowering, 
approaching and lifting.
- made of aluminium
- equipped with a self-locking system when the lever is 

released and an anti-panic function
- has a lever to regulate the descent speed
- the housing construction enables connecting / 

disconnecting the rope without unhooking from the 
harness / stand

- designed for core ropes with a diameter of 10-11.5 
mm

- mass: 530 g

Descent device
STOP BE312
EN 341

Used for rappelling.
- made of aluminium
- equipped with a self-locking system
- has a lever to regulate the descent speed
- the housing construction enables connecting / 

disconnecting the rope without unhooking from the 
harness

- designed for core ropes with a diameter of 9 - 12 mm
- mass: 330 g

Chair for rope access
PTA CH002 

Used for convenient hanging on a rope
- made of plywood
- dimensions: 500 x 240 x 150 mm
- has carrying straps with adjustable height
- on carrying straps, it has eyes for attaching 

positioning or backrest and equipped with four 
equipment clips

- mass: 2.4 kg

ASSECURO reserves the right to change the offer.
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A  CLIMBER scender BE403
EN 567

Used to climb the rope.
- made of aluminium
- has a hand grip for easy sliding up
- designed for core ropes with a diameter of 8 - 13 mm
- mass: 196 g

Ascender CLIMBER V BE407
EN 567

Used to climb the rope.
- made of aluminium
- used as a chest ascender for climbing the rope
- designed for core ropes with a diameter of 8 - 13 mm
- mass: 130 g

Harness for CLIMBER V 
BE408

They are used to attach the CLIMBER V 
device to the rear hook of the ATOM 
or ALPINA safety harness.
The harness has a self-locking adjustment  
buckle.

Foot loop for CLIMBER 
Be409

Used to climb the rope. It is clipped into the 
bottom hole of the device. It has a self-
locking buckle for length adjustment.

Safety strap V CV60/30
EN 354

- line lengths: 30 and 60 cm
- made of 25 mm wide polyamide strap
- works with AJ501L and AJ514L carabiners

Safety lanyard
Safety strap CY 
EN 354

- made of 12 mm core rope
- in option with AJ511 snap hook
- available lengths: 60, 80, 100 and 150 cm

ASSECURO reserves the right to change the offer.
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Block roll  BE303U
EN 567, EN 12278

Used to pull small loads.
- made of aluminium
- equipped with a clamp that allows the rope to be 

moved in one direction only
- maximum working load:
- when using a rope lock: 5 kN
- roll without blockade: 15 kN
- designed for core ropes with a diameter of 8-12mm
- mass: 550 g

Single polley BE411
EN 12278

Designed for the construction of rope systems for lifting 
and lowering small loads.
- made of aluminium
- has a roller on self-lubricating bushings
- maximum working load: 8 kN
- designed for core ropes with a diameter of 
 max. 13 mm
- mass: 94 g

Single pulley BE410
EN 12278

Used to build rope systems for lifting and lowering small 
loads.
- made of aluminium
- has a roller with ball bearings
- the main hole in the housing allows you to attach 

three carabiners simultaneously
- equipped with an additional hole to facilitate the 

construction of rope systems
- maximum working load: 8 kN
- designed for core ropes with a diameter of max. 

13 mm
- mass: 210 g

Double pulley BE422
EN 12278

Used to transport small loads in horizontal and aslope 
systems. Can be used on core and steel ropes.
- made of aluminium
- has two steel rollers with ball bearings
- maximum working load: 10 kN
- designed for core ropes with a diameter of up to 

13 mm and steel ropes up to 12 mm
- mass: 380 g

ASSECURO reserves the right to change the offer.



Static core rope CM
EN 1891

It can be used as a safety line, working rope, 
auxiliary rope and for evacuation.
- made of polyamide
- available lengths: 10 - 200 m

Dynamic core rope 
CM D
EN 892 

It can be used as a safety line when climbing 
with the lower safety.
- made of polyamide
- available lengths: 10 - 200 m

Strap ladder 
Be335

It can be used as an auxiliary step.
- made of polyamide straps
- mass: 150 g
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Cat. no.

CM090

CM110

CM111

CM112

diameter

9 mm

10 mm

11 mm

12 mm

Cat. no.

CM110D

CM111D

diameter

10 mm

11 mm

Plate 1/3 BE405
EN 12275

- made of aluminium
- single main attachment point and three 
 20 mm diameter holes for attachment of 
 snap hooks
- strength: 36 kN
- mass: 63 g

Swivel BE425
EN 354

Placed between the rope and the load, 
it prevents the ropes from twisting during 
operation.
- made of aluminium
- has two large holes for attaching snap hooks
- strength: 45 kN
- mass: 170 g

Protective rope sleeve  
CM003

Służy do ochrony liny.
 - wykonana z grubej tkaniny typu cordura
 - dzięki zapięciu „na rzepa” można założyć
  ją na linę w dowolnym miejscu
 - posiada szlufkę do sytuowania ochrony na linie

Roller rope protection
CM004

Służy do ochrony liny.
 - wykonana z aluminium
 - posiada rolki prowadzące na linę
 - składa się z trzech modułów 
  połączonych zatrzaśnikami
 - masa: 1,3 kg

Rope edge protection 
CM006

Used to protect the roof edge against rope 
pressure.
- made of aluminium
- equipped with a rope to attach the 
 cover to the stand
- dimensions: 150x120x3 mm
- mass: 1.0 kg

ASSECURO reserves the right to change the offer.
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Protective 
helmets, 
accessories, 
auxiliary 
equipment

Overall work culture also has an 
impact on work safety at height. It 
consists of appropriate clothing, 
storage and transport of individual 
protection, quality of ladders and 
working platforms, and fencing of 
the workplace.
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NEXUS LINESMAN BP223
EN 397

General purpose helmet.
- six-point harness with an adjustable length knob
- four-point belt with a quick-release clip
- Dry-Tech modern sweatshirt
- circumference adjustment in the range of 51-63 cm
- has side holes for attaching hearing and face protectors
- service life: 5 years from the commission date
- colours: white, yellow, red, blue
- optional reflective stickers and sunglasses
- mass: 467 g

NEXUS HEIGHMASTER BP224
EN 397

The helmet is intended in particular for performing rope access works.
- six-point harness with  knob adjustable length
- four-point belt with a quick-release clip
- Dry-Tech modern sweatshirt
- circumference adjustment in the range of 51-63 cm
- has side holes for attaching hearing and face protectors
- the option of attaching integrated S589 glasses
- service life: 5 years from the commission date
- colours: white, yellow, red, blue
- optional reflective stickers and sunglasses
- mass: 467 g

VERTEX ST BP200
EN 397

The helmet is intended in particular for performing rope access works.
- four-point harness with smooth adjustment of length by use of 2 

knobs
- chin strap equipped with a quick-release clip
- equipped with fixings for attaching a headlamp
- has side holes for attaching hearing protectors
- service life: 10 years from the date of production
- colours: white, red
- mass: 455 g

Balaclava 
CK860
 - Microfleece fabric
- black colour
- sizes M, L    

Helmet
case 
CW255

VIZIR BP200
is used to protect eyes 

    in VERTEX helmets
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ASSECURO reserves the right to change the offer.
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ROOFER BP210
EN 397

 

- four-point harness
- circumference adjustment in the range of : 51 - 63 cm with a plastic 

strap
- service life: 5 years from the commission date
- colours: white, yellow, red, blue
- mass: 330 g
- chin strap option

HUBIX SECRA BP200
EN 397, EN 50365:2002, EN 166:2001, GS-ET-29:2010

Designed especially for performing high voltage works and switching 
activities in the power industry. Equipped with a drop-down visor that 
protects the head against electric arc and molten metal splashes.
- equipped with a face shield with a visor made of 1.5 mm thick 

polycarbonate, its face length is 180 mm.
- it has a step adjustment of the head circumference every 2 mm in the 

range of 53 cm – 63 cm and two-position height adjustment
- operating temperature: from -30 degrees C to + 50 degrees C
- service life: 5 years
- mass: 713 g

Accessories for Linesman, Roofer helmets:
1.  hearing protector
2.  face shield holders (universal or intended for shields protecting against 

electric arc)
3.  face shields:

- impact protection
- high temperature protection
- electric arc protection

4.  short covers for use with chin protection
5.  chin guard
6. welding shield 

1

5

4

6

2

3

ASSECURO reserves the right to change the offer.
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Fingerless gloves
CK862

- made of natural leather and elastic breathable 
fabric

- they have a large hook enabling them to be hung 
on the snap fastener and a small loop for easy 
removal

- available in sizes: S, M and L.

Rękawiczki 
Ck863

- made of natural leather and elastic breathable 
fabric

- they have a large hook enabling them to be hung 
on the snap hook

- available in sizes: S, M and L.

Head lamp NIPPO BP423

It has smooth ADS light regulation and a red LED
- power supply: 3 AAA batteries
- light range: up to 78 m
- three light sources depending on your needs: cold, warm and red light
- brightness: max. 180 lumens
- smooth brightness adjustment (ADS system)
- adjustable head angle 90 degrees
- switch lock
- mass: 76 g

Antistatic cover for fall arrest device   
CW262

- size 190x90 mm (AH310)
- size 250x120 mm (AH320)

Hardware tarpaulin  CW400

- made of PCV
- waterproof
- dimensions: 150x150 cm
- mass: 1.6 kg

 

ASSECURO reserves the right to change the offer.
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XL size zipped transport bag
CW05
- made of PVC
- has an internal flap to protect the equipment from falling out 

and getting wet
- closed with a welt and clip
- zippered along the entire length which allows convenient 

access to its interior
- it has carrying straps with pads and a hook for hanging on the 

stand
- has a transport handle and equipment holders
- colours: red, yellow, blue, black
- capacity: 70 liters

L size transport bag CW04
- made of PVC
- has an internal flap to protect the equipment from falling out 

and getting wet
- closed with a  welt
- it has carrying straps and a hook for hanging on the stand
- it carry 200 m of rope
- colour: blue
- capacity: 60 liters

M size Transport bag CW03
- made of PVC
- has an internal flap to protect the equipment from falling out 

and getting wet
- closed with a welt
- it has carrying straps and a hook for hanging on the stand
- colours: red, yellow, blue, black
- capacity: 40 liters

S size  Transport bag CW02
- made of PVC
- has an internal flap to protect the equipment from falling out 

and getting wet
- closed with a welt
- it has a carrying handle and a hook for hanging on the stand
- colours: red, yellow and blue
- capacity: 20 liters

XS size  Tool bag CW01
- made of PVC
- has a hook for attaching to a harness or stand
- closed with a welt
- colours: red, yellow and blue
- capacity: 3.5 liters

ASSECURO reserves the right to change the offer.
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Climbing iron for ŻN poles
BE601
- made of steel in sizes:
 - B100 - spacing 220 mm
 - B200 - spacing 260 mm
- rubber rollers, leather straps

Climbing iron for wooden poles 
BE602
- made of steel in sizes:

- D200 - spacing 200 mm
- D275 - spacing 275 mm

- leather belts

Platform for work on poles BE800
- made of wood and steel
- platform length from 50 to 200 cm
- attached to the pole by a chain with a tensioner
- weight limit: 200 kg
- weight: from 6 to 21.5 kg

Climbing iron for twin poles BSW 
BE604 
- made of steel in sizes:

- B400 - spacing 293 mm
- rubber rollers, leather straps

Tree climbing spikes BE603
-  made of steel
-  leather belts

Insulated mobile scaffolding DRR
- made of fibreglass
- has wheels with a lock
- scaffolding length: 2.4 m
- width 0.7 or 1.2 m 
- scaffolding height: up to 5 m

ASSECURO reserves the right to change the offer.
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Aluminium triple extension 
ladder DRA
EN 131

- it can be used as: leaning, sliding and free 
standing

- equipped with a base beam
- available in lengths: 6.9, 8.6 and 10.25 m
- width: 50 cm
- mass: 18.4, 25.8 and 30 kg

Hanging “sheep horns” type 
ladder DRW

- made of aluminium
- on the right longitudinal rail with a trolley
- Sheep horn ends secured with chains
- available in lengths: 3, 6 m
- mass: 8, 15 kg

Multi-section ladder DRN
EN 131-2, EN 353-1
- made of aluminium
- on the right longitudinal rail with a trolley
- as option last insulating section
- available in lengths: 2.24, 2.52 and 2.80 m
- width: 36 cm

Aluminium triple extension 
insulating ladder DRA
EN 131

- has two aluminium and one insulated 
sections

- used when leaning
- equipped with non-slip feet
- unfolded length: 8.9 m
- mass: 31 kg

PRIME  roof rackPRIME
This is used for convenient and safe 
unloading and loading of ladders without 
performing work at height.
The ladder is unloaded and loaded “to the 
side” of the car towards the pavement, which 
is especially important when working in the 
city.

ASSECURO reserves the right to change the offer.
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ASSECURO reserves the right to change the offer.

Telescopic stick 
BA650E, 850E
 
- made of fibreglass
- available in lengths: 6.5 and 8.5 m
- as a standard ended with an M10 

bushing
- optionally equipped with a UDI head

Installer ending 
BA600E

Used to hang a hook.
- made of steel
- terminated with an M10 thread for 

cooperation with a telescopic stick

M10 / UDI adapter
BA602E

Spline adapter / M10
BA603E

Roofing crane 
AT750

- enables transport of materials to the roof
- permissible working load up to 750 kg or 

2 people
- total mass of all elements: 34 kg

Small hook 
AN591A
EN 795

Used to attach a rope to a 
structure.
- made of aluminium
- opening: 55 mm
- mass: 490 g

Big hook  AN 592A
EN 795

Used to attach a rope to a 
structure.

- made of aluminium
- opening: 90 mm
- mass: 1 kg

“Safety Pin” Rope  
installer BA101
It allows you to put a rope through 

a structural element located at 
a height of up to 10 m.

- made of aluminium
- ended with so-called Euro 

connector
- an additional BA603F adapter 

is required for installation on 
the stick
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Protective 
railings, fixed 
ladders, 
platforms and 
safety nets

Protective railings are collective 
protection against falls from heights.
They are permanently mounted at 
a construction site (EN ISO 14122-3) 
or temporarily (EN ISO 14122-3, EN 
13374 class A).

Safety and protective nets are 
intended for use at construction 
sites and wherever it is necessary to 
protect both persons and materials 
against falling.
Accord ing to  the EN 1263-1 
standard, four types of nets are 
distinguished:
- type S - for horizontal use,
- type V - for vertical use,
- type T - used on frame 

structures,
- type U - for vertical use.
I n  a c c o r d a n c e  w i t h  t h e 
requirements of the standard, the 
nets have control lines allowing an 
assessment of the degree of wear of 
t h e  n e t  w i t h o u t  h a v i n g  t o 
disassemble it. Control lines are 
stamped with the same number as 
the number on the net tag.

The nets in accordance with EN 
1263-1 standard are made from 
polypropylene us ing knot less 
technique.

Characteristic:
- easy to assemble,
- stretch resistant
- resistant to abrasion and dirt,
- resistant to ultraviolet radiation.
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Fixed protective barriers CR740
EN ISO 14122-3, EN 13374

Permanently fixed along the edge of the building. They can be equipped with access gates.

- made of aluminium
- they are available in straight, sloping, bent and laid versions

- free-standing, stabilized with counterweights
-  permanently attached to the trapezoidal sheet, concrete base, walls, attic

Bent free-standing railing Free-standing laid railing

Railing attached to the trapezoidal sheet           Railing attached to the attic

Temporary safety railings CR710
EN 13374

They are used to protect roof edges or skylights. Maintained in position due to counterweights or mounted in seats.

ASSECURO reserves the right to change the offer.
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Warning barrier CR015

Identifies and separates the edge of the excavation in opencast mines with steel 
poles and warning tapes.
The poles are installed every 10 m in holes made in rocky ground.
Works with warning tapes stretched between columns at max. 10 m.
The straps are made of polyester and equipped with tensioners and hooks.

Warning barrier at the edge of a pit

Access ladders CR730
EN ISO 14122-3

- made of aluminium
- permanently attached to the façade and to the 

ceiling
- with lockable access door and roof access 

platform

Ladders and transition platforms
CR750
EN ISO 14122-3

- made of aluminium
- permanently attached to the ceiling, attics or 

free-standing

ASSECURO reserves the right to change the offer.
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Safety nets for horizontal use - type S 
EN 1263

- it has a limiting line: 12 mm
- type A2 (min. breaking load: 4.2 kJ)
- made of polypropylene
- mesh size: 100 x 100 mm
- string thickness: 5 mm
- colours: green, red, blue
- produced in sizes expected by the customer

Frame  horizontal safety nets - type T

- has a 6-8 mm limiting line
- set on horizontal 3.5 x 6 m frame constructions
- made of polypropylene
- string thickness: 5 mm
- standard size: 3 x 6 m

The frame constructions have a hinge enabling their vertical 
positioning.
Each segment is attached to the floor with 4 anchors. The individual 
segments are attached in such a way that they overlap each other 
over a distance of 0.75 m.

Safety nets to hang on Gallow supports - 
type V 
EN 1263

Used to protect people working close to the ceiling edge.
- has a limiting line: 12 mm
- type A2 (min. breaking load 4.2 kJ)
- made of polypropylene
- mesh size: 100 x 100 mm
- string thickness: 5 mm
- colours: green, red, blue
- standard size 5 x 10 m, other sizes on request

Gallow supports are made of steel profiles. Supports can also be a 
post for attaching safety barriers on the lower floor.
ATTENTION!
Gallow supports must not be used with S-type nets that are intended 
for horizontal use only.

Skylight safety nets
EN 1263, EN 795

Used to protect temporary works on the roof performed at skylights.

ASSECURO reserves the right to change the offer.
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Al. Krakowska 184a 
05-552 Łazy | POLAND
tel.: +48 22 757 75 12, +48 22 757 77 57   
e-mail: info@assecuro.pl 

ASSECURO Ltd. 

POLAND

Lazy / near Warsaw
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